
PRIVY (SaaS) 
A strong vision for personal success. 

 
 
 
What is Privy?  
Privy is a SaaS (Software as a Service) for real estate investors that provides instant access to 
profit spreads and MLS information.  

Privy’s offering bravely showed real estate professionals why they needed to leave their current 
status quo. The old status quo was mired in technophobia. The world of the old status quo relied 
on the static MLS. By showing how actual real estate agents have built niche businesses based 
on a deeper use of data from Privy, agents could plan for a better career that focused on what 
they really wanted to accomplish.   

 
The Challenge 
The power of this tool was met with a resistance to change.  

This was the buyers’ fear of leaving the safety of the literal MLS listings and a healthy fear of new 
technology. For new and aspiring experts, how would Privy smash the perception that only gurus 
and their products have the answers?  

How would Privy pull buyers away from the status quo of believing that technology is too 
overwhelming? How would Privy stand out as an outstanding alternative to the guru?  
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Solution 
The Ink Stain Knowledge Audit discovered that power users all have very strong and distinct 
visions of their careers. This knowledge empowered Privy to move away from its own status quo 
as a SaaS, as a purely time-saving tool, and focus on how to help experts build sought after and 
unique real estate careers.  It boiled down to Privy changing the way they thought of their own 
offering.   

Ink Stain Knowledge Audit identified 4 types of real-estate expert:  

● The fix and flipper – profit spread of each house balanced with the right number of 
houses flipped monthly.  

● The short-hold and high volume home flipper – profit spreads for each house based on 
a target profit goal for each renovated (flipped) house.  

● The long-term rental investor.  

● The visionary neighborhood developer.  

 

 

The Knowledge Audit 
empowered Privy  

to move away from its 
own status quo and 

focus on how to help 
experts build sought 
after and unique real 

estate careers. 

 
These distinct profiles of real estate expert all showed – 4 different personalities, their tolerance 
for risk, and their level of (or lack of) patience for deal timelines. Privy stopped selling the idea of 
technological efficiency (or at least stopped leading with a sales message that was all about how 
we help you save time on a deal) and focused on the types of deals that create a highly lucrative 
real estate career.  
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Smashing the status quo 
In every case, where a real estate expert was successful, Privy was able to prove that the experts 
had only needed to study the data behind one or two deals before using these deals as a 
blueprint for their own success. This smashed the notion that only gurus have the inside 
knowledge. Smashing the status quo notion that gurus are the only source for education, 
empowered Privy to stand out in their SaaS marketplace.  

● For the real estate expert: Seeing real world examples of real estate success inspired 
them to succeed in their own careers – pulled them away from their fear of technology. 

● For the new and aspiring experts: They could now study the one or two deals proven to 
work in a neighborhood and use those deals as a template for new successes in the same 
neighborhoods. 

 

Results of the knowledge audit process  

● A 25% increase in revenue over 6 months was a result of switching the focus to “your 
unique real estate success” 

● Privy quickly became the technical advantage no real estate expert can do without. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Let’s have a conversation about how you can increase revenue and close more business.  
Have a no pressure conversation with me at 415.990.4910, or email me at Joseph@inkstaininc.com  
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